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• Organisation:
WholeWorld-View and Unity
Community

• Your mission:
To serve conscious evolution
by sharing the understanding,
experiencing and embodying
of unity awareness

• your logo:

WholeWorld-View was co-founded by Dr. Jude Currivan and Gil Agnew in 2017. Now over 1000 strong and with a
committed core team WholeWorld-View is a fast-growing international community of change-makers co-creating
together to Link Up and Lift Up with other like-minded and like-hearted organisations, communities and networks;
sharing our values of relationship, unity in diversity, compassion and integrity to build positive, energetic potential and
engagement for hope in action.
Our purpose, is to serve the emergent evolution of consciousness by sharing the understanding, experiencing and
embodying of unity awareness

Projects

Launching WholeWorld-View at London's House of Lords in July 2017, co-incident with Jude’s book The Cosmic
Hologram, led on to a series of action focused gatherings to share its message of unity in diversity. In November 2018 at
Westminster, London, the first Unity Conference (attended by over 200 leaders of faiths, nations and organisations and
in the same room that in 1945 had hosted the first meetings of United Nations peacemakers) has inspired an emerging
Unity Community.
In April 2019 a group convened by Lord Stone of Blackheath and based on the ‘essential unity’ of WholeWorld-View
subsequently developed to become the SIEAllianceUK
In 2020 we partnered with many other organisations for WorldUnityWeek, Humanity Rising and 11 Days of Global
Unity.
A WholeWorld-View message of unified reality provides a foundation, unifying framework and practical perspectives
towards global problem solving upon which we can shift our individual and collective values and behaviors to be
aligned, and in harmony, with the natural world, and universal and cosmic principles.
www.wholeworld-view.org

WHOLEWORLD-VIEW UNIFYING FRAMEWORK
WholeWorld-View’s scientifically-based perspective naturally reconciles and integrates with spiritual traditions, experiences and
supernormal phenomena to co-create a breakthrough in the understanding of what it means to be human, our potential for evolution
and the nature of reality itself.
It offers an evolutionary framework that invites global change makers to explore and communicate unity
consciousness. It is based on the spiral of consciousness that moves our focus dynamically between ME, WE
and ALL levels of communication and engagement.
The purpose of this framework is to provide a structure within which we can understand,
experience and embody unity awareness and its expression through diversity.
The framework can be seen as a spiral of consciousness that moves us
dynamically between head, heart and hands. We call this, Think Cosmic, Feel
Global, Act Local.
Each level of the framework has
a story, an adventure and a path ofaction.

WHOLEWORLD-VIEW | A Journey Into Unity
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Understanding,
Experiencing and
Embodying Unity
There are five steps, tempos and rhythms in the dance towards a
WholeWorld-View. This is a spiral dance and the steps are often moved
throughsimultaneously.

UNDERSTANDING UNITY

1. UnderstandingUnity–Mind and consciousness is whatwe and the whole world are.
2. UnderstandingEvolution–OurUniverse exists to evolve.
Understand whatitmeans to be human and ourevolutionarypotential.
3. ExperiencingUnityin Diversity –Livingournaturalunique diversity in ourglobaland universalfamilyof
unity.
4. EmbodyingUnity–Understand,Experience,Embodyour StoryofMe in We and All.
5. LivingOurEvolutionaryPurpose–Re-memberand reconnectto our authenticevolutionaryimpulse
and purpose.

UNDERSTANDING
EVOLUTION
EXPERIENCING UNITY
IN DIVERSITY
EMBODYING UNITY

EVOLUTIONARY PURPOSE

By linking up with others both in the UK and globally, a core of unity is beginning to emerge at both subtle and practical levels.
An emerging and emergent pattern of a multi-dimensional flower of life shows how different circles of coherence can develop
and evolve to form an expansive and radiant greater whole

WHOLEWORLD-VIEW | A Journey Into Unity
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Aiming to empower the understanding, experiencing
and embodying of unity awareness for conscious
evolution.
FOR MORE INFORMATION AND TO CONTINUE EXPLORING A WHOLEWORLD-VIEW:

READ

SEE

JOIN

The Cosmic Hologram, by Dr.
Jude Currivan, available on
Amazon.

www.wholeworld-view.org for
mailing list, newsletters resources,
videos, talks, articles and more.

Find us on Facebook,
join our group @wholeworldview
and LinkedIn @wholeworld-view

MEET

HELP

Our strong and growing community
offers action-focussed interest
groups and partnerships with other
organisations and online gatherings

We are looking for technical,
network and financial support to
help us grow in all ways.

WHOLEWORLD-VIEW | A Journey Into Unity

EMAIL

Email us at:
unitycommunity@wholeworld-view.org
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Member Symposium

Zoom session 2-5pm, 22nd October

